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ABSTRACT 

 

Information processing often use natural language processing. One of task is statically analyse the text by 

stem of text. For that purpose, we can use Porter Stemming Algorithm, which has good performance with 

minimal errors. This algorithm portable for Kazakh language. 
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1 SHORT DESCRIPTION OF PORTER STEMMING ALGORITHM 

 

To implement the algorithm Porter Stemming denote consonants C and vowelV letters. In addition, the 

sequence of consonants CCC ... can be replaced with one C and a sequence of vowels VVV ... can be 

replaced with one V. 

They can be represented as[C] (VC) {m} [V], where m - number of repeating sequences. 

Expression of remove suffixes can be written as: (condition) S1 -> S2. 

This means that if a word ends with the suffix S1 and part of the word to S1satisfies a specified 

condition S1 is replaced by S2. 

In the condition, you can add criteria: 

*S – the stem ends with S (and similarly for the other letters). 

*V* - the stem contains a vowel. 

*D - the stem ends with a double consonant (eg -TT, - SS). 

*O - stem ends CVC, where C is a second W, X or Y (e.g., - WIL - HOP). 

In the condition may also contain expressions of AND, OR and NOT (M> 1 AND (* S OR * T)). 

If there are several rules of removal, the removal begins with the longest [1]. 

The above algorithm is used for English language. The results are consistent with the requirements of 

performance and optimization of information retrieval. To implement this algorithm for Kazakh language 

we must find all suffixes and create conditions. 

 

2 SUFFIXES OF KAZAKH LANGUAGE 

 

In the Kazakh language, there are four types of suffixes: possessive suffixes, personal suffixes, 

declination suffixes, plural suffixes [2]. 
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The form of suffixes varies depending on the last syllable and the last letter. To designate the last 

syllable and consonants will use the following notations: 

VH–solidvowels (а, о, ұ, ы, и, у),  

VS–softvowels (ә, ө, ү, і, е, и, у),  

semivowels:я (й+а), е (й+о), е (й+э), ю (й+у),  

R–sonarconsonant (м, н, ң, л, р, й, у), 

Z–voicedconsonant (б, г, ғ, д, ж, з),  

G- deafconsonant (п, ф, к, қ, т, ш, с, х, һ) ю 

If the last letter is a consonant: 

H-solid syllable,   

S-soft syllable,  

^ - A symbol of exclusion 

 

The above notations used in condition for stripping suffixes. There are stripped only suffixes, which is 

not change the meaning of word (see Fig.1).  

 

a)  

b)  
FIGURE 1 EXAMPLE OF STRIPPING TEXT FOR KAZAKH LANGUAGE (A – BEFORE, B – AFTER STRIPPING) 

 

After implementing the algorithm, we can see that, if the amount of work is more, this algorithm has 

benefits. For example, if there are 430 unique word in text, after strip remain only 300 unique words. It 

reduce word count for 30%. If input text has 1500 words, remain 910 unique words. The count of words 

reduced for 40 percent. Therefore, if the amount of input text is huge, the algorithm has benefits. This is 

reduce the set of processed words, find similar meaning phrases. However, it is not always strip suffixes, 

there are some errors remains. 
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